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Introduction
Headwaters means the places where a river starts. First it is a
trickle that soon further downhill will be joined by another trickle
to form a flow that is hard to jump across. As other sources add
their flows the stream becomes a substantial creek. Creeks flow
together and a river is formed.
The beginning trickle of one watershed is likely to be very close
to a beginning trickle that flows the other way into a neigbouring
watershed. The land that separates them is called ‘the height of
land’ and it is mapped as the watershed boundary.

This trickle is the Headwaters of Beaver Creek and the Salmon River

This trickle starts the assembly of flows that forms beaver Creek
and thus the Salmon RIver. This trickle is within a few hundred
metres of Mazinaw Lake which drains into the Mississppi and
then into the Ottawa River but the trickle in the photo drains into
Lake Ontario at the Bay of Quinte.					
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Folks want to learn
			
about and take pride in
their watershed

The headwaters usually are not lakes unless a dam has been
built. More often the headwaters start with a wetland or a rainwater pond in the woods or a trickle down a slope.
The nature of the headwaters influences both the flow and the
quality of the water downstream in the rest of the watershed.
Headwaters wetlands can catch and hold the peak of rainstorms
and release the water gradually rather than in a flood. And wetlands can remove particles of soil or organic matter and can
absorb many chemicals.
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Headwaters get their flows from rain events and from spring melt

Headwaters wetlands catch the sudden downpours and hold that water
long enough to prevent damaging flood peaks lower in the watershed
		

Consequently the very beginning of headwaters commonly is not
dramatic and does not gain much attention but as we will see,
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the headwaters area is the most important part of a river’s watershed. Downstream near the mouth gets much attention during
floods. Healthy headwaters will control floods.

   Two main tributaries join in Kennebec Lake and flow out as the Salmon RIver

The Salmon River Watershed
The Salmon watershed is about 81 kilometres long measured as
a straight line. (See map following title page) If we measured the
many twists and turns and the very last trickles at the start of all
the sources, it would be much longer. And all the area of those
twists and turns and the landscape they flow through establish
the standard for water quality all the way to the mouth.

The two main tributaries join and leave Kennebec Lake as the Salmon River
The upper Salmon and its riverine marshes are placid but downstream .... ?

There are two main tributary systems that join to form the
Salmon. The watershed is 92,100 hectares (227,579 acres) with
22,396 hectares (53,750 ac) farmed (most off the Canadian
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Shield) 2,981 hectares (7154 ac) of lakes (55 named lakes).
Forests cover 25,054 hectares (60,129 ac). Average flow rate
from the watershed is 10.7 cubic metres per second (cms). The
average maximum flow rate is 41.8 cms; the record high flow
rate is 141 cms.

     Northern trickles find their way along a series of wetlands and ponds above                     
   Benny’s Pond in Cloyne. These ponds were formed by melting of giant ice cubes

Northwest Section
In the northwest, the trickles that start what will become Beaver
Creek begin their flow just a few hundred metres south of Mazinaw Lake. These trickles follow a large lens of sand and gravel
to enter Hannah’s Pond and then Benny’s Pond and Tawny
Pond, all in the village of Cloyne, near Benny’s Lake Park.
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Story Lake holds water even though it sits on a lens of glacial sand

Although it sits on a lens of sand, Story Lake holds water nicely

Picking up inflows along the way, Beaver Creek flows south
along Road 41 to enter Story Lake above Road 506. Leaving
Story Lake, the water in Beaver Creek is thoroughly filtered as it
passes through a cattail wetland.
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   Conifers along Beaver Creek add tannic acids that make the water ‘tea-coloured’

Beaver Creek crosses Road 41 and continues south paralleling
the west side of Road 41 until Northbrook. At the north edge of
the village, the Creek crosses back to the east side of Road 41
and flows within the village of Northbrook for a time before heading east across the landscape.

  Mixed wood forests safeguard water quality flowing to the rest of the watershed
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              Care of the headwaters also gives us aesthetic and spiritual benfits

Variation in flow is increasing with climate change. Headwaters landscapes
will catch and slow runoff peaks
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Crossing the boundary from Lennox and Addington into
Frontenac County the Creek winds through a section of the Kennebec Wetland Complex, picking up inflows from those wetlands.
At least five tributaries add to Beaver Creek in this area. Further
east, Beaver Creek turns south into Kennebec Lake.

Headwaters of the Salmon are strongly influenced by the Kennebc Wetland Complex

										

        Beaver Creek flowing east before turning south into Kennebec Lake on right  
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Northeast Section

Dead Creek rises west of Henderson Road north of the hamlet
of Henderson. A wetland marsh of more than 10 hectares (~25
acres) gathers water from the forests and wetlands to the west
and sends it east towards Hungry Lake picking up more inflows
along the way.
Further south along Henderson Road, other headwaters of the
Salmon River watershed wind through and receive many inflows
from the Kennebec Wetland Complex. Headwaters of these tributaries west of Henderson Road were modified by long, straight
ditches, dug eastward when Henderson road was straightened
and forced through a wetland area some decades ago. Among
other inflows, these ditches have received drainage from a nowfailed cranberry bog. With little concern about agricultural chemicals from that venture, the ditches were dug straight across
country toward Hungry Lake.			
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In 1999, Ontario’s Living Legacy Land Use Strategy declared
3519 hectares (~8695 acres) wrapped around Hungry Lake to
be a “Conservation Reserve”. Responsibiity for management
was assigned to the Conservation Authority (Quinte Conservation) but nothing was done about the ditching which presumably
was approved by the, then, Kennebec Township, (now Central
Frontenac).
Hungry Lake also receives inflows from the east from the Mink
Lake subwatershed. Hungry is a junction gathering many of the
headwaters flows from the northeast section of the Salmon Watershed. Hungry is now being stocked with lake trout by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry.

Crooked Creek is the outflow from Hungry Lake. It flows immediately through a very large wetland marsh filter before winding
its way south to Cox and Kennebec Lakes. On the way, Crooked
Creek tumbles down a very steep rock fall where,
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in the logging era, a chute was built to get logs over the rock fall.

Crooked Creek is filtered by this large wetland before flowing down to Kennebec Lake

Baseline data for benthic organisms were collected by citizen stewards
        and the Conservation Authority in Crooked Creek at Anderson’s bridge

To reach Kennebec Lake, Crooked Creek enters Cox Lake and
then along a short extension enters the east end of Kennebec.
Kennebec Lake is where the northwestern flow from Beaver
Creek and the northeastern input from Crooked Creek combine,
pick up additonal inflows from as far west as Kaladar and flow
out as the main branch of the Salmon river.
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The Salmon River leaves Kennebec Lake.
Over ten years of water levels have been measured near this bay.

			

The placid upper Salmon leaves Kennebec Lake between riverine marshes
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The Salmon River changes character many times along its
length. The quiet flow as it leaves Kennebec lake soon hits a
steeper gradient and the Salmon presents its first class one rapid
(or a riffle depending on paddling experience).

           The start of the first run down towards Highway 7

After crossing Highway 7 most of the flow to Horseshoe Lake
is quiet between marshy shores. Arden Creek provides a major
headwater inflow that comes from as far as Mountain Grove to
Big Clear Lake and into the Salmon over the only dams on the
upper Salmon.
But after leaving Sheffield Long Lake the Salmon squeezes
through a ‘gorge’ that happily eats canoes. And below Roblin
there is more quality whitewater that attracts paddlers from afar
every spring.
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The Salmon’s changing character pleases many people. Photo: Cataraqui Canoe Club

Above Roblin many paddlers enjoy a calm and peaceful paddle
under canopies of soft maples.

Quiet water, but downstream of Road 41 there is more whitewater
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The mature Salmon River pushes strongly toward its mouth
where it contributes it pristine water to help improve the water
quality in the Bay of Quinte

The Friends of the Salmon River bus tour visits the mouth of the Salmon

		

Winter sunset on the upper Salmon
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